TO: Licensed Non-Hazardous Waste Transporters

FROM: William Butler, Maine DEP

DATE: September 29, 2011

SUBJ: CATEGORY A & C MANIFESTS FORMS AVAILABLE

Dear Licensed Transporter:

In response to comments and inquiries we have received, the Department will continue to make category A & C non-hazardous waste transporter manifests available to licensed transporters. We expect to have forms available for you shortly; attached is a request form that you can use for obtaining forms. You may continue to use your own forms (including photocopies and/or alternate manifests) provided they have been approved by the Department.

Also, we will be updating our web site to include an additional department contact for the non-hazardous waste transporter program, who, besides Lisa Moore and I, can assist you. (Lisa remains the primary contact for transporter licensing.) Below is the staff contact information for your information and use:

Lisa Moore
Phone: 207-441-8450 (direct line)
Email: lisa.m.moore@maine.gov

Wm Butler
Phone: 207-287-7702 (direct line)
Email: william.w.butler@maine.gov
FAX REQUEST FOR MANIFEST FORMS

FROM:_________________________________________________________

TO:  LISA MOORE, MeDEP Non Hazardous Waste Transporter Program

FAX #:   207-287-4774

RE:     REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL MANIFEST FORMS

Please send the following:

• _____ blank manifests for Category A wastes; and/or
• _____ blank manifests for Category C wastes,

Please send these to:

Department Licensed Non Hazardous Waste Transporter Company Name:

________________________________________________________

Mailing Address (if different than address listed on license):

________________________________________________________

(Please note we can not send transporter manifest forms to unlicensed transporters)